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ENDLESS EXERCISE POOL
How Panache Pools Transformed An Old Garage
Into A Stunning Indoor Swimming Pool
Our clients property came with a single garage measuring 5m long x 2.5m wide. Like many single garages it
was barely large enough to garage a small car so they decided to look at options to make better use of the
space. They initially reduced the size of the garage door opening and fitted a set of double glazed French
Doors and converted the garage space into a room space but had no real use for an extra room! Keen
swimmers, they had always dreamed of a swimming pool but with limited space didn’t think an indoor pool a
possibility until they became aware of our compact exercise pools. They had looked at the branded Endless
Pool but the system was very expensive and totally inflexible when it came to size of pool shell to fit into the
space available. They then discovered Panache Pools Endless Exercise Pool which uses the powerful Endless
Fastlane Unit on a much more flexible and robust swimming pool construction system. With our system we
can build pretty much any size of pool to fit pretty much any space. Our quality Dolphin Sport System comes
with a bespoke / made to measure option and this was our clients choice of pool. We built them a made to
measure swimming pool tailor made to fit their space perfectly. We were able to meet all of their
requirements which also included a walk way down one side of the pool. This could not have been achieved
by any other pool package on the market today.
You can see how we transformed this unused space in a few short weeks, into a stunning indoor Endless
Exercise Pool. Take a look at the project pictures on the following pages.

The pool was partially sunken and the original garage floor was broken up, excavated and new concrete
base laid.
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Polythene damp proof membrane installed and the new reinforced concrete slab laid.

The pool kit and equipment delivered to site and sorted prior to installation.

The pool walls are formed.
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ENDLESS EXERCISE POOL
The top rail and pool fittings are completed prior to the liner being fitted and the pool being filled with water

The pool is finished, plant and heat pump installed and tiling complete. From an unused old garage to fabulous
Exercise Pool Room in a few short weeks.
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The floor tiles were laid to match
the tiles in the adjoining room.
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Made-To-Measure or Standard Sizes
In addition to our bespoke, made-to-measure option we also offer several standard size pool packages. All the
pools can be fully in-ground, part submerged or above ground. The pools can be supplied as self build packages
or we can take care of the installation. For more information, please go to www.EndlessExercisePool.co.uk or
contact us on 0800 0665979.

Standard Size Pools
Endless Summer
Dolphin Sport 4.7

Endless Summer
Dolphin Sport 6

Plastica
Premium Exercise

Counter Current Options
In addition to the fantastic Endless Pools Fastlane Unit used on this project will also offer other counter current
options from Badu and AquaJet. For more information, please go to www.EndlessExercisePool.co.uk or contact
us on 0800 0665979.

Endless Pools
Fastlane

Badu Jet

AquaJet
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